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Foremost Answer
in Online Reputation

Management

Ongoing Protection

Proactive Defense

Results Repair

Mixed Approach

Decreases reputation vulnerability to new threats 
while providing warning to potential threats.

Mitigates damage by monitoring mentions, 
leveraging content, and maintaining presence.

Utilizes an online reputation analysis to 
target keywords and repair search results.

Defending your online reputation is both an art and a 
science. The BrandDefense™ team understands how to 
make your brand positive in the eyes of search engines 
and preserve your online reputation. We deliver proven, 

cutting-edge strategies to repair existing social and search 
engine damage, clear out negativity, and safeguard 

your brand globally against new attacks. 

Combines art and science since issues cannot 
be minimized through just one vehicle or action.

Negativity Suppression
Removes or pushes down negative content that 
display on search engine results for your brand.

According to multiple studies, 
75% of users stick to the first page 
of search results when researching 
online. With that in mind, it’s more 
important than ever to know what 

your prospects will find.

Clean up search engine 
results and take control 
of your brand’s online 

reputation!



360° Online Risk Protection
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PREVENT
FieldCheck 

World’s First Mobile Compliance 
Solution for Direct Sellers

EthicsPro
Ultimate Compliance Training 

Program for Direct Sellers

DEFEND
BrandDefense 

Foremost Answer in Online 
Reputation Management

SecureSell
Direct Sales’ Most Effective Solution for 
Removing Unauthorized Online Listings

World’s #1
Brand Protection & Compliance 

Monitoring Solution for Direct Sellers
Only comprehensive, internet-wide 

monitoring solution purpose-built for 
direct sellers in order to help keep your 

company safe and secure from 
online risks every day.

PROTECT



 - continued on next page -

The right times to consider using our approach are when:
 When should you consider using BrandDefenseTM?

1 A new website, product or brand is being launched (the best time to plan defense).

2 Forums or sites with the words “scam” or “ripoff” are associated with your brand, 
the name of your company or company leaders.

3 Competitors and their distributors are buying negative ads against your brand 
or your company on search engines.

4 Past court or agency actions/accusations against your brand, the name of your company 
or company leaders continue to show up in search results.

5 Hurtful blog entries are posted against your brand.

6 Troublesome search results are obtained when your brand, your company or people’s names 
associated with your company are searched.

7 Negative links found through search results are hurting your business.

FAQ: Safeguarding Your Reputation Online

Foremost Answer
in Online Reputation

Management



FAQ: Safeguarding Your Reputation Online

After restoring your search engine results to accurately reflect your brand, BrandDefense closely 
monitors mentions across multiple channels to decrease the vulnerability to new threats becoming 
ranked while providing early warnings to potential threats.

 How do you prepare for future online reputation challenges?

Research shows that the more negative results direct sellers have when Googling their name, the 
more prospects will be scared away from buying or joining. Are those outcomes something you can 
really afford in business?

 Why should I care so much about online reputation?

Multiple variables must be addressed, coordinated and measured over time by experts who know 
what they are doing to protect an entity’s online reputation. Our BrandDefense team has the 
knowledge of search algorithms and incessant testing to go along with a big picture perspective in 
order to turn around any online reputation situation for the better. We truly understand what it takes 
to make your brand positive in the eyes of search engines and keep negative content off your first 
few pages of search results.

 Can you truly protect a company’s online reputation?

The BrandDefense team understands that protecting your brand online is both an art and a science. 
That’s why we employ a mixed approach that implements multiple management measures, 
including monitoring, content generation and social posting. Through this process, our team is 
able to achieve the results required for optimal defense of your online reputation.

 What steps are taken to defend a company’s reputation and brand?
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